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Inspired by the potential of
people with disabilities, we are
working in partnerships to provide
the highest quality services for
those within our area of expertise.

Introduction
This year’s annual review seeks to highlight
‘independence’ and I have been moved by the stories
of those individuals who have been kind enough to
share their experiences.
By enabling service users to achieve their desired
outcomes and by helping them to continually
expand the boundaries of what they can achieve,
the Trust can be confident that it really does make a
difference to the lives of those it supports.
The Duchess of Northumberland
Patron

As always it has been a pleasure to be involved in the
Trust’s work this year; the highlight for me was the
opening of Chalkdown House. Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal made it such a special occasion
and I loved having the opportunity to talk to the
service users and their families. It was also very
good to meet Nick Thatcher, whose son Huw will be
remembered through the donation of the IT suite
named after him and other generous gifts of therapy
equipment.
Gabby Logan
Vice Patron
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Chair
John Sentamu, who followed in the tradition of his predecessors
by opening ‘The Wolds’, the latest wing at York House. The year
ended with Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal’s third visit
to Trust centres when she honoured us with her presence at
Chalkdown House in May.
We are fortunate that many people work tirelessly to raise funds
Peter Jackson with HRH The Princess Royal

A

for us and I would like to thank them all. At Chalkdown House, we

s you will see from the reports which follow, it has

have an IT suite and a great range of therapy equipment donated

been a successful, if challenging year for the Trust.

by The Huw Thatcher Trust. The Eyes Alight appeal, led by Izzy

We remain financially sustainable, which means we

and Harry Judd has again contributed funds to make the process

must continue to get a return on all the work we do and treat

of rehabilitation more enjoyable for many BIRT service users.

our cash reserves with great care.
It would be impossible to talk about 2012 without
The Trust continues to expand; now supporting nearly 1000

mentioning the Olympics and Paralympics and their

service users and employing around 2000 staff. Our staff show

legacy. Talking to our service users, I know that many were

us enormous loyalty and dedication. In the period under review,

inspired by all the television coverage and, particularly

124 people were awarded Long Service Awards for over ten

those with physical disabilities, were encouraged to take

years with the Trust. Eleven, including Barrie Oldham, have been

up sport. However, we were reminded that the specialist

with us for 20 years, while Carol Wade and Denise Wood – both

equipment that is available to the athletes is not reflective

from Shinewater Court – achieved 25 years.

of equipment that many people with disabilities have to

I have also been impressed by the volume and variety of

put up with and accessible transport still leaves a lot to

qualifications which our staff achieve and the keenness with

be desired. Our service users expressed the wish that, in

which they approach any new learning opportunity.

the future, more disabled people will appear on television
reading the news or presenting; not just in documentaries

Perhaps this has something to do with the fact that we are a

which highlight ‘differences’.

charity. We don’t exist to satisfy shareholders, our only aim is
to provide the best support to those individuals who come

I would like to finish by thanking all the staff at the Trust

to us, and encourage their independence to live their lives as

and our dedicated Trustees, particularly Pam Duffill and

they wish. The Trust is financially sound and we hold great store

David Yiend who stood down during this year and Mike

by offering high quality, cost efficient provision and using our

Hayes, who stood down at the AGM, having made valuable

reserves to expand our charitable activities.

contributions to our work.

We had several events to open new services this year; starting

Peter Jackson

with the pleasure of meeting The Archbishop of York,

Chair of Trustees
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Chief Executive

O

ur theme for this year’s review is
independence. It underlines our
determination to enable all those we

support to live their lives as they wish. With no
respite from the cuts to welfare budgets and the
effects on the Trust as funders seek to reduce
their fees, we have stepped up our efforts to
campaign for fair treatment to maintain and
enhance the independence of all our service users.

Barrie Oldham (L) with service user Michael Elia

The Trust continues to represent the views of those we
support to government and we have worked closely

We continue to grow our services and to identify

with the Care and Support Alliance to highlight the need

innovative ways to support people with disabilities.

to overhaul the outdated welfare system, particularly in

We have formally opened three new centres for BIRT;

relation to the proposed capping of lifetime social care

a third phase at York House, Osman House in Leeds

costs for working age disabled people.

and Chalkdown House in Swindon. Additionally, our
first rehabilitation centre in Wales, situated in Llanelli,

We continue to brief MP’s directly and have met with

is on course to open in early 2014. The Foundation has

several to discuss issues that affect our service users and

extended its reach this year and has developed a Brain

The Foundation’s projects with the homeless and the

Injury Screening Index (BISI ©) which is being widely used

prison population.

in delivering services to those who would otherwise
struggle to get support. Disability Lifestyles has completed

Additionally, the Trust has ensured that each service user,

the installation of WiFi across all its services for people

or their guardian, and our staff are fully informed about

with physical disabilities and purchased IT equipment

the change from Disability Living Allowance to Personal

to promote communication and use of social media.

Independence Payment (PIP) as well as responding to

Following requests from funders, Autism Spectrum

consultations with our concerns about assessments.

Partners has established bespoke provision to enable
people with autism to live in a community setting and

As always, I am very proud of our service users’

has completed the refurbishment of The Maples. Our

achievements and, as you will see from their stories,

Community Services division - which provides expert

their determination to live as they wish is inspiring. My

support so that those who wish to live in the community

thanks to them for making my role so fulfilling and to

can do so with the appropriate help - has grown by nearly

the Trustees, Senior Management Team and all our staff

40% in the last five years, enabling many individuals to

for their dedication.

enjoy living back in their own homes. However, on a sadder
note, in September 2013, we made the difficult decision to

Barrie Oldham

close the ReNew service in Australia.

Chief Executive
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Disability Lifestyles
isability Lifestyles provides specialist

In encouraging our service users to live as

services for people with complex

independently as possible, we actively use assistive

needs, high dependency and multiple

technology and the installation of WiFi, combined

disabilities which focus on maximising choice,

with the rollout of communication aids and IT

independence and control; whether this is at one

equipment across the division, has had a significant

of our residential services, in a community setting

impact on those we support.

or on a day or respite basis.
One man has been able to communicate effectively
We tailor provision for each individual and are

for the first time in over 20 years by means of an iPad

increasingly looking to develop bespoke apartments

app, others have been able to make contact with

and bungalows for people who require intensive

long-lost relatives via Facebook; whilst many are able

support but want to live in their own homes. The

to live more independent lives because they can

outcomes have shown that this results in significant

control a computer using their eye movements.

improvements to quality of life whilst delivering
efficiencies to funding authorities.

Volunteers, as well as staff, have played their part in
supporting service users to be able to enjoy external

This has been confirmed by positive CQC inspections activities; two Occupational Therapy students led the
which have found that staff “supported people in a

implementation of a range of accessible communication

sensitive manner that reflected their individual needs

technology at Shinewater Court, in Eastbourne.

and enabled people to be independent”.

One gentleman has been
able to communicate
effectively for the first
time in over 20 years by
means of an iPad
We provided support 148 people
with multiple disabilities to
volunteer, travel and live life as
independently as possible
6 | The Disabilities Trust Annual Review 2012-13

Helen’s Story

Helen had a major stroke at the
ag
Ernest Kleinwort Court, Burgess e of 18 and came to
Hill, in 2013.
She is absolutely determined not
to let her disability slow her dow
n. This can worry
those who care about her, just in
case she pushes herself too hard
but her family, friends
and those at the Trust are there
to make sure that she lives as in
dependently as possible.
This is the skill of the team that
is Disability Lifestyles; finding th
e right balance of
support and encouragement that
ensures people reach their potentia
l. Helen mainly
communicates with an iPad and
has absolutely no issue
with booking her (many) trips on
line and, if this involves a
train journey, booking ramps at
the stations she uses.
In the past year, Helen has learn
ed to drive but still takes
lessons to keep in practise until sh
e gets a car. She also
sails at a club in Worthing and go
es to a gym there but is
planning to make arrangements
to access a more local one.
Helen is so busy that she has insp
ired other service users to pursue
a more active
lifestyle. Not surprisingly, with so
much energy, Helen finds time to
help others and
volunteers at Ingfield Manor Scho
ol, where she works with childre
n with disabilities.
Helen is very happy with the flat
that she has at Ernest Kleinwor
t Court but would like
to live in her own bungalow with
community support, so this is no
w being explored and
knowing Helen’s determination,
it won’t be long before it happens!

with so much energy, Helen
finds time to help others
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Brain Injury Rehabilitation Trust

B

IRT’s nationwide continuum of services

Dr Brian O’Neill, a member of BIRT’s Clinical Executive

for people with acquired brain injury has

team, alongside Dr Alex Gillespie, London School of

expanded throughout the year to meet

Economics and Dr Cath Best, University of Stirling,

demand for its wide range of provision from

has developed an award winning programme, ‘Guide’

post-acute rehabilitation, through continuing

which helps people with acquired brain injury become

rehabilitation to community support services.

more independent. Guide makes carrying out everyday
activities easier by prompting and reminding users about

A service at York House, designed for 10 people who

the different steps in the process. It acts as an assistive

require ongoing, intensive support due to the nature of

technology for the person’s cognition, supporting their

their condition, was opened early in the year, followed

damaged memory and planning abilities. The software

by Osman House, which offers continuing rehabilitation

is platform independent but currently runs on a laptop

for individuals with non-progressive brain injury.

computer. Guide speaks prompts and hears users’
responses via an array microphone. The conversation

Chalkdown House, our new independent hospital in

between Guide and the person emulates naturalistic

Swindon, incorporates a fully equipped flat which is

carer support for activities. Future iterations of Guide

designed to ease the transition for those preparing to

are planned to support activities in a variety of locations

live in the community.

using mobile technologies.

We have also been carrying out research into the

Rehabilitation can be a daunting and difficult process,

feasibility of technological solutions using activity sensors

so to bring people together across the division we

and prompting systems for people who have the potential launched the Grand BIRT Bake Off which took place
to move to their own home. At the Browns Wood ‘Smart

during Brain Injury Awareness Week in May 2013.

House’ we can assess an individual’s support needs

Service users across the country were invited to

and then offer to provide a combined package, often

showcase their proficiency and talent. The standard

comprising both technology and personal support, which

of cakes was exceptional and it was a great success;

will give them optimal independence.

combining important life skills with having fun.

To bring people together across
the division, we launched the
Grand BIRT Bake Off

Our clinically-led, specialist teams
helped 455 people with acquired
brain injury relearn lost skills
8 | The Disabilities Trust Annual Review 2012-13

Jatinder’s Story

Jatinder suffered a brain injury as a result
of falling down stairs.

ro-Rehabilitation Centre having
He first came into the BIRT services at the Goole Neu
d progress at Goole that he was
previously been in a nursing home. He made such goo
a period of intensive, clinically
for
se
Hou
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at
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ser
our
to
ed
err
nsf
tra
nder
led, assessment and rehabilitation. Whilst there, Jati
ce,
worked on a number of goals to increase independen
electric
including walking practise as well as mastering his
wheelchair and learning to cater for himself.
Osman
Due to his long-term needs, Jatinder moved to nearby
een a
House, which is designed to smooth the transition betw
into the community.
main BIRT centre, or similar environment and a move
now join other service users,
His improved walking skills mean that Jatinder can
sit in the lounge to take part in
to
or
ls
mea
his
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to
ir,
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ing
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favourite. He is also able to control
activities or coffee mornings, which are a particular
or takes regular trips to the
ups
gro
g
lkin
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s
join
and
tly
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ind
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wh
his
he takes great pleasure in buying
local shops - often with his wife and two sons - where
s.
cards and presents for special family celebration day
t investment in the BIRT
tha
ws
sho
also
and
him
to
it
cred
at
gre
a
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ss
gre
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Jatinder’s
a much enhanced quality of life.
continuum of service can result in independence and

improved walking skills mean
that Jatinder can now join
other service users
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Autism Spectrum Partners

A

utism is a complex condition, which

We also opened a new house in Bletchley,

requires full understanding of each

Buckinghamshire, for three service users with complex

individual’s needs and aspirations, so the

needs and were delighted to be commended by local

services we provide are geared to support people to

authorities for our work which has ensured that these

live their lives, their way. During the year, the Trust

men are able to live in their community, when other

has developed its expertise in supporting people

providers had failed to find a solution for them.

with complex autism, Asperger syndrome, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder and epilepsy.

At Heathermount School, students sat GCSE exams in
Science, Maths, Physics and Dance. This means that, once

Additionally, our provision for people with learning

again, none of them will become a Government statistic

disabilities has been enhanced to meet the needs of the

for Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET). Our

aging population more effectively.

offering to young adults has increased and now includes
apprenticeships in catering, horticulture and business

The changes at The Maples, our service near Reading, were

administration. Additionally, two students, for whom daily

completed and we now have studio apartments, named

attendance at school is not appropriate, will continue

The Foxes and The Badgers; residential accommodation

on the roll of the school and their Local Authority is

- The Red Kites - and community houses so that we can

funding the school to provide both boys with a relevant

offer optimum independence for all those who live there.

curriculum, including work based learning opportunities,

The names are significant because they were chosen by

off-site. These are really exciting initiatives and again

service users and reflect the wildlife that they enjoy seeing

demonstrate the range and diversity of educational

in the six acre grounds. We plan to develop the outdoor

opportunity the school is able to offer.

space further in the coming year to include a ‘green gym’.

Our offering to young
adults has increased
and now includes
apprenticeships
From volunteering and college courses
to sports and shopping we supported
131 men, women and children with
complex autism to live life to the full
10 | The Disabilities Trust Annual Review 2012-13

Stephen’s Story
Stephen is deaf/blind and has autism.
He had lived all his life with his parents in Milton Key
nes and learnt to access the
community independently, using local bus services and
various support systems around his
neighbourhood. When his father passed away, he mov
ed with his elderly mother to Liverpool
where his family had originated but Stephen found this
very difficult; he couldn’t get out
and about, so he effectively became trapped in his own
home.
Stephen’s funders asked the Trust to set up a service to
support
him to live in Milton Keynes. Our aim was to restore his
independence. We set up meetings across the whole com
munity,
with the police, local bus company, shops, cafes, and ma
ny more,
to explain his condition and ensure that his support net
work
continues to grow and he can access the community safe
ly and independently.
Due to his hearing and sight loss Stephen relies on usin
g a form of communication called
Tadoma. This is a very rare and little understood method
of communicating with people who
are deaf and blind. Stephen will place his hand on the
neck of the person talking to him so
he can feel the vibrations of their voice/vocal cords and
then decipher what is being said to
him. Much of the work that has been carried out within
the wider community has been to
explain this form of communication and how best to sup
port him.
Links continue to be made across the community and
Stephen is now being supported to
look after his mother’s dog. This involves visiting vets, wa
lking in local parks and meeting
new people, all of which are extending his world even fur
ther.

Links continue to be made
with various people across
the community
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P

Community Services

roviding support and enablement to

In response to referrals from commissioners, we have

individuals living in their own homes, within

developed further accommodation based support in

accommodation based support and supported

York, Taunton, Blackpool and are in advanced discussions

living: Community Services continues to develop

about further provision in Cumbria and Devon.

innovative and flexible provision which enables
individuals to maintain their tenancies, manage their

We are also refurbishing one of our existing properties

finances and develop further skills of daily living.

in Colchester to provide further level access

This can be achieved through ‘procedural learning’,

accommodation and adapting some properties to

such as goal setting, memory aids and use of assistive

be more wheelchair friendly, implementing assistive

technology. This can also involve family members and

technology where appropriate.

others who are important to the service user.
The majority of service users we support are funded
Our standards have been recognised by the Commission

by a personal budget and within the year, many

on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF)

have achieved a reduced level of support and

which accredited the division as a stand alone service

increased independence.

for the first time and we achieved full compliance in all
standards. We are also fully compliant with standard set

Additionally, the Community Services team continues

by the Care Quality Commission (CQC).

to build relationships with local legal teams to provide
evidenced based reports for people making claims under

The Community Services division has grown by nearly
40% over the last five years and we have recently
restructured our management team to include a
Divisional Manager and nine Area Managers to reflect
the spread of services across the UK.

Our standards have been
recognised by the Commission
on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities
We supported 182 people with
acquired brain injury, autism and
learning disability to improve
daily living skills
12 | The Disabilities Trust Annual Review 2012-13

the Criminal Injuries Board compensation scheme.

John’s Story
John is 25 years old; six years ago he was hit over
the head with a bottle whilst working as a chef.
He was admitted to hospital and underwent emergency neuro-surgery to stop
the bleeding from around his brain. He returned home to live with his family
but the changes in his mood and behaviour put strains on relationships and he
moved into his own flat. This was not a successful move and he soon ended up
in debt and with increasing problems. As a result he was admitted to a BIRT
rehabilitation service and over a period of nine months made such marked
progress that he was then referred to Community Services.
The support he received enabled him to maintain the tenancy on
his flat, to shop and clean, and to reintegrate into community
life. He was also encouraged to join a football group where he
learnt how to coach, which helped him regain confidence in
meeting new people and dealing with social situations.
Three years on and the situation has changed beyond recognition. He has moved
into a new house with his girlfriend and together they have had two children.
John also now works as a volunteer at a charity shop to gain work experience
and is learning to play guitar. His support was reduced by half six months ago,
and this has been so effective that recently all support was withdrawn for a
trial period. If successful, it will end completely.

Three years on and the situation
has changed beyond recognition
thedtgroup.org | 13
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The Foundation

he Foundation continues to contribute to the

possible causal link between traumatic brain injury (TBI)

lives of the most vulnerable individuals with

and offending behaviour in adult males, showed that

acquired brain injury who would struggle to

almost half of those screened on admission to HMP

find support without our intervention.

Leeds had a history of TBI. We have now placed a full
time Specialist Brain Injury Linkworker at the prison

Research is an ongoing part of our work and the initial

to support offenders with brain injury; a service which

study on the prevalence of brain injury among homeless

was recently highlighted by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate

people in Leeds was published in the prestigious Brain

of Prisons as “an exciting response to the unmet needs

Injury journal and presented at The UK Faculty for

of the significant proportion of prisoners with a history

Homelessness and Inclusion Health’s International

of brain injury and attendant problems”.

Conference. Almost half (48%) of those interviewed had
a history of traumatic brain injury, which is over twice as

Additionally, our bespoke Brain Injury Training has been

many as in the control group comprising non-homeless

delivered to 320 professionals and the Brain Injury Screening

people. Of those with a brain injury, 90% sustained their

Index (BISI ©), is being used by some 40 organisations that

injury before becoming homeless and their average age at

deliver frontline services for the homeless, ex-offenders or

the time of the first injury was 18.

offenders to identify those with TBI.

The success of the Foundation’s brain injury support

Going forward, our work will be enhanced by a £30,000

clinic for the homeless people at St George’s Crypt has

grant from The Barrow Cadbury Trust which will fund

resulted in an expansion to two further sites across

the extension of the Linkworker service to a youth

Leeds: York Street Medical Practice and Emmaus. The

offender setting and impact evaluation of the research

Community Linkworker also delivers an additional bi-

in partnership with the University of Exeter.

monthly Saturday clinic at St George’s Crypt.
Initial findings of the Foundation’s research into
the prevalence of brain injury among adult male
offenders were launched in November 2012. This
study, the largest of its kind in the UK to consider the

We helped 38 homeless people
and 29 offenders build new lives
through our linkworker service for
people with acquired brain injury
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Harry’s Story
Harry* was referred to The Foundation’s Homeless
Linkworker Services in Leeds by a mental health
worker in early 2013.
accident and was
He sustained his brain injury at the age of six following a road traffic
did not feel the
in hospital for a year. Harry has also had other blows to the head but
need to seek medical attention for these as they were all mild in nature.
Our Linkworker started by working with Harry to establish
his immediate and longer-term needs. This included liaising
with educational establishments to enable him to undertake a
parenting course and supporting him to enrol on a budgeting
course. The Linkworker also provided advice on practical issues
such as benefit applications.
substance misuse
Harry has also been offered strategies to help with his memory, advice on
nces, such as
following brain injury and ways to help him cope with his current circumsta
him to take part
anticipating problems, helping him modify his thinking and encouraging
a cooking group
in self-expression activities. With encouragement Harry has now joined
as a result he has
and an art project. These have enabled him to gain more confidence and
who run both
now made new friends and developed good working relationships with staff
the art and cooking groups.
n’s clinic he was
This is a huge step for Harry as when he initially came to The Foundatio
pendence has
very isolated, tearful and avoided making contact with new people. His inde
er than weekly.
increased so much that he now comes to the clinic every two weeks, rath

withWith
so encouragement
much energy,
HarryHelen
has now
joined
a cooking
an art
project
finds
timegroup
to and
help
others
*Not his real name
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Communications

he team continued to provide marketing,

inspire, encourage and support service users. Corporate

communications and fundraising support for

supporters such as Fisher Pharmaceuticals, Zurich

services, including organising the opening

Insurance, Matalan, Lloyds Banking, Deloitte and Cisco

ceremony for The Wolds at York House involving the

carried out a range of voluntary gardening and decorating

Archbishop of York in July 2012, and the opening of

challenges at services as a donation to the Trust.

Chalkdown House by The Princess Royal in May 2013.
Communications and media activity also played a

Policy and campaigns work gained renewed impetus,

key role in generating global media coverage of the

with the Trust responding to government consultations

story of a service user whom the Trust helped to

on Personal Independence Payments, National Institute

‘speak’ using an iPad app.

of Health and Care Excellence stroke guidelines, the
introduction of the Monitor licence for healthcare

We sustained our high profile fundraising activity,

providers and other initiatives, including a number, such

with donations coming from a wide range of sources,

as the Care and Support Bill, in collaboration with the

including grant giving trusts and foundations. The

Voluntary Organisations Disability Group. The Trust also

Eyes Alight appeal for BIRT service users maintained

worked with the Care and Support Alliance to raise the

support from musicians Izzy and Harry Judd, who were

profile of social care funding and support issues facing

interviewed about the appeal on ITV’s This Morning.

people with disabilities.

Trust supporters, including Harry, ran successful London
and Brighton Marathons and the fundraising team also

The Trust’s online presence continued to develop with

supported a range of events held by local services

a new recruitment area on our website, and an increase

including sponsored walks and open days; the Huw

of well over 2000 followers on Twitter, as well as the

Thatcher Trust donated funds for IT suites at Chalkdown

start of a pilot pay-per-click advertising campaign

House and Daniel Yorath House for service users with a

funded by Google Grants.

brain injury and Darren Chilcott, a Director at Barclays,
was thanked by all at Ernest Kleinwort Court for a total
of £18,000 which he has raised for them from running
events in recent years. A legacy of £35k was also received
and this is being allocated to a range of projects to

Policy and campaigns work
gained renewed impetus,
with the Trust responding to
government consultations
16 | The Disabilities Trust Annual Review 2012-13
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Human Resources & Quality Assurance

T

he Trust is committed to meet the individual

Training

and ever changing needs of all the people

These visits also feed into personalised Learning &

we support by striving to be the UK’s most

Development plans for all the staff and qualifications

progressive and respected provider of services, so

achieved continue to increase. This year we launched

the Human Resources (HR) and Quality Assurance

Essential Training on our eLearning system, ensuring

(QA) functions are increasingly important in an

that all mandatory training is completed within the

organisation that now employs nearly 2000 people.

required time frame.

Human Resources

Our in-house Train the Trainer scheme – which

We have been successfully re-accredited with

is accredited by Edexcel - not only ensures that

Investors in People (IiP) and while there was an overall

a uniformly high standard of teaching in subjects

improvement from the previous assessment, the Trust’s

such as Medicine Management and Safeguarding

Senior Management Team has put an action plan in

is available but it also offers a springboard into

place to ensure that we keep on improving. The HR

external qualifications such as Qualification and

department has expanded to provide a central focus

Credit Framework (QCF) Awards, Certificates and

for recruitment and selection and has travelled around

Diplomas, particularly in Health and Social Care

the country during the year; visiting services to provide

related qualifications and IOSH Working Safely

guidance and support at all levels; ensuring quality in

which is designed to improve the safety culture

people management and enhanced service delivery.

within an organisation.
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Quality Assurance

Perhaps the most important innovation this year

It has been a very successful year in relation to the

is the formalisation of our Whistleblowing and

Trust’s compliance with the regulatory standards on

Feedback systems. A dedicated Whistleblowing line

which our services are inspected. This is largely due

is available for anybody who has even the slightest

to the hard work and dedication of Service Managers

concern about the wellbeing of a service user

and their teams. Our annual review of quality not

and each service has comment cards prominently

only provided detailed information in relation to

displayed to encourage anybody, whether service

compliance with our regulatory bodies but gave

users, staff, family members or funders to express

valuable feedback on how our QA team could best

their views and know that they will be acted upon.

work with the services in the future.
We have streamlined communications in and out
of QA, for example, by revising the monthly quality
audit sheet, to free up more time for managers
to focus on service delivery. The introduction of
educational booklets, workshops and tailored
training underlines the focus on ensuring that all staff
are aware of their duty of care and responsibility to
our service users.

It has been a very
successful year in
relation to the Trust’s
compliance with
regulatory standards
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Finance
his has been an eventful year for the Trust

this being despite fee income rates largely being

and the Chair and the CEO have already

unchanged from 2011/12 levels.

outlined our significant achievements

despite the constraints that the Trust continued

In 2012/13, we suffered from the impact of cost

to operate under.

increases, over which we had no control, for
example, energy costs which rose by 13%. We

Externally, there has been significant upheaval in the

continuously sought to minimise expenditure and

health sector, with the transfer of Primary Care Trusts

make efficiency savings where possible. In doing so

to Clinical Commissioning Groups and commissioners

however, we remained committed to providing high

and funders continuing to resist fee increases, despite

quality care and levels of support required to deliver

rising costs and inflationary pressures, which have

the best outcomes and maximise the independence

been particularly evidenced in energy costs.

of our service users, with no compromise on quality.

Our focus has been on developing a comprehensive

Despite our best efforts, expenditure rose by 7.9%

finance strategy, putting the infrastructure in place to

to £43.9m. 2% of this growth relates to increased

allow us deliver value for money to all stakeholders

staff costs, required to ensure that high quality,

and to deliver services that support the financial

person-centred services continue to be provided to

stability and growth of the Trust.

every individual.

Considering all of these factors, the results for

We have £20m professionally managed by two

the last financial year have been impressive with

investment managers and any residual cash is placed

the Group’s income increasing by 5.7% to £46.5m,

on deposit across several UK banks.

Investment Income

1.8%
Total income:

£46,519,895

Other Income

1.2%

Provision of Care

95.8%

Fundraising & Grants

0.8%
Donations & Legacies

0.4%
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This year, we benefited from volatility in the financial

cost of covering staff salaries for 6 months. This would

markets, resulting in gains on investments of £3.3m and

equate to £15.3m.

investment income of £0.8m.
This leaves £3.4m to go towards the £11.8m capital
It is worth mentioning that the investment policy and the

projects already approved in the 2013/14 budget, the

performance of the investment managers are subject to

start-up costs of those projects once completed

regular review. The Trust’s investment policy was recently

and to ensure the on-going financial viability of our

reviewed and ratified by the Finance Committee. This

existing services.

process will continue and if necessary recommendations
in respect of any proposed amendments will be made to

A further £0.2m was set aside for work carried out

the full board of Trustees prior to any action being taken.

by the Foundation, which continues to fund several
projects. Its research findings into the instances of brain

Considering the continuing pressures from funders for

injury within the homeless and offender populations

us to absorb rising costs, whilst refusing to compensate

have been published and widely reported within the

for any inflationary increase, these results are exceptional

professional media, highlighting the Trust’s belief that

and are a credit to my operational colleagues.

this work is invaluable.

£18.7m of reserves must be sufficient to maintain our

Irene Sobowale

internally defined liquidity levels - equivalent to the

Director of Finance

Physical Disabilities

Community Services

12.4%

Education

17.9%

5.2%

Autism

Provision for JV debt

20.3%
3.9%
Expenditure total:

Learning Disabilities

1.9%
Governance & Other Costs

Brain Injury

£43,810,678
37.5%

0.9%
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Thanks
Abigail Denny

Harry & Izzy Judd

Alan Bankier

The Huw Thatcher Trust

Arandeep Deol

Ian Varley

Agnetha Dobson

The Imago Trust

Ali, Shelley & Zoe

Lavinia Norfolk’s Family Charitable Trust

Barrow Cadbury Trust

Liverpool Victoria

Big Lottery Fund

Louise Sheaves School of Dance

The Childwick Trust

Natalie Brodie

Christine Connell

National Accident Helpline

Cisco

NatWest Bank, Corporate Division, Eastbourne

Colchester Catalyst Charity

Rathbones

Darren Chilcott

Rebecca Jacobs

The David Solomons Charitable Trust

Richard Greenhalgh

The Ernest Kleinwort Charitable Trust

Rob Bennett-Baggs

Estate of Shirley Cameron Becke

Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust

Fisher Pharmaceuticals

Skills for Care

G M Morrison Charitable Trust

Susan Price

Gilbert & Eileen Edgar Foundation

Vicky Warren
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The Disabilities Trust
32 Market Place,
Burgess Hill,
West Sussex RH15 9NP
Tel: 01444 239123
Fax: 01444 244978
Email: info@thedtgroup.org
Community and Domiciliary Services
and Case Management:
3 West Gate Court, Silkwood Park
Wakefield WF5 9AD
Tel: 01924 266344
Fax: 01924 269380
Email: info@thedtgroup.org
Ernest Kleinwort Court, Burgess Hill
Tel: 01444 247892
Shinewater Court, Eastbourne
Tel: 01323 769196
Victoria House, Hull
Tel: 01482 213010
Jane Percy House, Cramlington
Tel: 01670 590333
Carlton Centre, Barnsley
Tel: 01226 727668
Gregory Court, Nottingham
Tel: 01159 790750
The Maples, Reading
Tel: 0118 972 4553
Hollyrood, Lindfield
Tel: 01444 483883
Bristowe Close, Hamilton Lodge,
Colchester
Tel: 01206 230298

Osman House, Leeds
Tel: 0113 887 9765

York House, York
Tel: 01904 412666

Heathermount School, Ascot
Tel: 01344 875101

Kent House, Aylesbury
Tel: 01296 330101

Community Based Services,
Bedfordshire & Buckinghamshire
Tel: 01223 265567

Redford Court & Lodge, Liverpool
Tel: 0151 280 8181

Goole NeuroRehabilitation Centre, Goole
Tel: 01724 290065

New Milton
Tel: 01425 620880
Selborne Court, Hamilton Lodge
Colchester
Tel: 01206 230298
Thomas Edward Mitton House,
Milton Keynes
Tel: 01908 504778
Daniel Yorath House, Leeds
Tel: 0113 287 3871

Fen House, Ely
Tel: 01353 667340
The Woodmill, Cullompton
Tel: 01884 836220
West Heath House, Birmingham
Tel: 0121 459 0909
Bristol Road, Birmingham
Tel: 0121 478 1847
Kerwin Court, Horsham
Tel: 01403 799160

Graham Anderson House, Glasgow
Tel: 0141 404 6060
Chalkdown House, Swindon
Tel: 01793 429630
BIRT Centre for Wales, Llanelli
Tel: 01926 266344 (opens 2014)
Community Services:
Tel: 01924 266344
In addition to the core services listed
here, The Disabilities Trust also provides
services for people with disabilities in
community settings across the country.

The Disabilities Trust
Central Support Services,
32 Market Place, Burgess Hill,
West Sussex, RH15 9NP
Tel: 01444 239123 Fax: 01444 244978
Email: info@thedtgroup.org

Patron: Her Grace The Duchess of Northumberland
Vice Patrons: The Rt Hon Lord Robertson of Port
Ellen KT GCMG Hon FRSE PC, Gabby Logan
Life President: Stephen E Love MA
Life Vice Presidents: Barbara Besant-Hutchins,
Graham Anderson.

A company limited by guarantee
incorporated in England and
Wales under No. 2334589 and
registered as a charity in England
and Wales under No. 800797 and
in Scotland under No. SC038972.
Registered Office as shown.

www.thedtgroup.org

